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Realizing holomorphic discrete series representations on Hilbert spaces X(n) of 
vector valued holomorphic functions on a Siegel domain of type II, we establish a 
Paley-Wiener type theorem for X(n) analogous to the classical one for Hardy 
space on the upper half plane. X> 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a connected non-compact real simple Lie group of matrices and 
let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G. Assume that G/K is a her- 
mitian symmetric space. Then, by Koranyi and Wolf [20] (see also [26]), 
G/K can be realized as a Siegel domain of type 11, D, in W x V, where both 
W and I’ are finite dimensional complex vector spaces. Let b be a Cartan 
subalgebra of g contained in the Lie algebra f of K. By denoting by A a 
K-dominant K-integral linear form on hc satisfying Harish-Chandra’s 
“non-vanishing condition” [ 111 (cf. also [ 16, p. 231]), the holomorphic 
discrete series n,,, of G corresponding to ,4 is realized on a Hilbert space 
X(n) of vector-valued holomorphic functions on D. Let S(D) be the 
Bergman-Silov boundary of D. Then, one knows that S(D) is the orbit of 
the origin in W x V under a certain nilpotent subgroup N(D) of the affine 
automorphisms of D, and that S(D) is diffeomorphic to N(D). By identify- 
ing S(D) with N(D), our concern in this paper is to give another picture of 
&‘(/i) by means of the Fourier transform on N(D). 
For SL(2, R), this description is done in Gelfand and Graev [3, p. 1951. 
The case where D reduces to a tube domain is settled in Rossi and 
Vergne [26]. In these cases, N(D) is abelian and therefore the Fourier 
transform on N(D) is euclidean. They have also treated the general case, 
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that is, the case where D does not necessarily reduce to a tube domain. 
However, they did not use the Fourier transform on N(D) but the 
euclidean partial Fourier-Laplace transform with respect to the 
W-variable. Our starting point consists in the question whether one can 
apply the Fourier transform on non-abelian N(D) to a description of 
%(A 1. 
One meets, however, with a difliculty at once: the Fourier transform on 
N(D) is operator valued, thus one cannot directly define the Fourier trans- 
form of vector valued functions. This seemingly discouraging obstacle can 
be removed by decomposing X(n) into irreducibles &?(A) under an 
Iwasawa subgroup S of G, S being diffeomorphic to D. Since the number of 
%‘(.4) is finite and since each JP~(A) is unitarily isomorphic to an 
explicitly described Hilbert space, which we denote temporarily by Hz, of 
C-valued holomorphic functions on D, it s&ices to treat each 2%:. The final 
description of X(n) will be given by summing up each resulting one in the 
form not referring to that decomposition. 
In order to state our results in more detail, we now make precise the 
definition of a Siegel domain of type II and the Hilbert spaces we shall 
treat. Let 52 be a regular open convex cone in a real form U of Wand Q an 
Q-positive sesquilinear map P’ x V + W. A Siegel domain of type II, 
D = D(Q, Q), is by definition, an open subset in W x V defined as 
D= {(w, U)E Wx V; Im w-Q(u, u)~sZ}. 
Then, S(D) = {(x + iQ(i, 0, 0; x E U, [ E V} and N(D) is the simply 
connected nilpotent Lie group ( (x, [) ; x E U, [ E V} with the multiplication 
(x, 0. (x’, i’) = (x + x’ + 2 Im Q(L C’), i + i’). 
Thus, if dim U= 1, then N(D) is the Heisenberg group and it is the case 
G = SU(n, 1). Let $ be a continuous everywhere positive function on Sz 
such that @(at) = &,4(t) (a > 0, t E~Z) for some 6 E R. In Section 4, we 
consider the Hilbert space H*(D, +) of C-valued holomorphic functions on 
D satisfying 
I IF(x+~~,i)l~IC/(~-Q(r,i,,~xd~~i<~ D 
(x+iyEU+iU= W,[EV). 
When the irreducible unitary representation of K with highest n is one 
dimensional, Z(n) is seen to be of this type for a certain I++. For 
FE H2(D, $), we put 
f,(x, 0 = W + i(t + Q(L i)), 0 (0.1) 
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for every t E Q. Then f, belongs to L2(N(D)) so that one can consider the 
Fourier transform off,. As in Ogden and Vagi [23], one has a measurable 
family (71j,)j.E2 of concrete irreducible unitary representations of N(D) 
enough to decompose L2(N(D)). The Fourier transform g of fE L’(N(D)) 
is by definition the operator valued function 
.rclJ=j f(n)nj,(n-‘)dn (1 E E), 
MD) 
dn being the Haar measure on N(D). One can define the Fourier transform 
OffC Ll(N(D)) in the standard way. The space of x1 is the L2-space on a 
real subspace E, of V, where dim, E; = dim, V. Identify L2(E,) with 
L*(R”) (n = dim, E,), and let { q$,; m E (Z + )“} be the complete orthonor- 
ma1 system consisting of the Hermite functions and V1 the one-dimensional 
subspace of L’(Ez) spanned by 4:. We now define a Hilbert space 
X’(sZ*, Ic/), where Q* is the dual cone of Sz: every @EZ’(Q*, II/) is a 
(measurable) function on Z taking its value at j+ E Z in the Hilbert space of 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators on L2(Ej.) such that 
(i) @(1)=0 if A#G?*, 
(ii) Range @(A) is contained in Vi, if 1~s2*, 
(iii) ll@l12 = c In* ll@(~)IIzHs ~,(~I &(A) < 00, 
where Z,(n) = Jn e-2<i.,.X) Ii/(x) dx, c the positive constant appearing in the 
Plancherel formula, and dp(l) the Plancherel measure for N(D). The 
following is one of our main theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Let FE H’(D, Ic/) be given and define f, by (0.1). Then, 
@(A) =e(‘,‘>(f,)“(l) is independent of tea and belongs to X’*(Q*, $). 
Conversely, let @E X2(52*, $) be given. Then, the integral 
c s e-<‘,‘) Tr[rr,(x, [) @(A)] dp(A) C?* 
is absolutely convergent and gives an element FE H2(D, $) such that 
@(A) = e<‘,‘>(fi)” (A). Moreover, the map F -+ @ is unitary. 
In Section 5 we treat the space X(/1). As we have explained above, 
X(n) is decomposed into irreducibles Z’(n) under an Iwasawa subgroup 
S of G. Each X’(n) is unitarily isomorphic to a Hilbert space H*(D, t,Gi) of 
the above type for a certain tij. Let A(L’(E,)) be the Hilbert space of 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators on L’(E,) with the range contained in VA. Let 
E be the space of the irreducible unitary representation r,, of K with 
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highest weight A. We define an operator M,,(2) on the Hilbert space tensor 
product A(L*(Ej,)) @ E by 
M,,(i)( T@ u) = T@ Z,(L)“2tl ( TE A(L’(E,)), u E E), 
where I,,(2) is defined by (5.4) (for details see 5.3). Then we can define a 
Hilbert space H(/i). It consists of (measurable) functions Y on E taking 
their values at FEZ in A(L2(E;.))@ E such that 
(i) Y(k)=0 if i-$52*, 
(ii) 1) ‘Y/I* = c In. llM,(i) Y(;i)ll’ dp(2.) < co. 
Then, H(/i ) admits an orthogonal decomposition H(n) = @ H’(n), where 
each Hj(/i) is unitarily isomorphic with Z*(Q*, I,+~). Now our final result 
is 
THEOREM 2. Z(A) is unitarily isomorphic to H(A) via the diagram 
GENERAL NOTATION 
As usual, Z, R, and C denote the set of integers, real numbers, and 
complex numbers, respectively. Z + (resp. R +) is the set of non-negative 
integers (resp. of non-negative real numbers). The complexification of a 
vector space V (resp. a Lie algebra g) is denoted by Vc (resp. g,-) unless 
otherwise stated. For w  E Vc, Re w  and Im w  stand for the real part and the 
imaginary part of w, respectively. We denote by U(g) the universal envelop- 
ing algebra of a Lie algebra g. Let X be a set. Its cardinality is written as 
# X. Let f be a function (map) on X. The restriction off to a subset Y of X 
is denoted by fl r. Let T be a linear operator on a vector space. Range T 
and Ker T stand for respectively the range of T and the kernel of T. If T is 
a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on a Hilbert space, we denote by I/ TII HS its 
Hilbert-Schmidt norm. For a topological space X, C,(X) denotes the space 
of all compactly supported continuous functions. The support of a function 
f is written as suppf: For any subset Y of X, P denotes the closure of Y. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
We collect in this section some basic facts about the structure of sym- 
metric Siegel domains of type II which will be used later on, in order to 
clarify our terminology and notation. The presentation below follows 
basically the papers of Rossi and Vergne [26, 331. 
1.1. Let G be a connected non-compact real simple Lie group of 
matrices with Lie algebra g and K a maximal compact subgroup of G. We 
assume throughout this paper that G/K carries a hermitian structure. This 
implies that the Lie algebra f of K has the center c of one dimension. Let 
g=f+pbeaC t ar an decomposition with the associated Cartan involution 
8. We choose an element Z, of c, which is unique up to sign, such that 
J= ad Z,I, is a complex structure of the vector space p. Extending J to a 
complex linear operator on pc, we denote by p + (resp. p -) the i 
(resp. - i)-eigenspace of J. 
Let h be a maximal abelian subalgebra of I. Then, one knows that h, is a 
Cartan subalgebra of go. Let A denote the root system of (ge, hc). One has 
the decomposition into a disjoint union A = A, u A,, where At (resp. Ap) is 
the set of compact roots (resp. of non-compact roots). We introduce an 
order in A in such a way that p + is the sum of all the root subspaces 
corresponding to positive non-compact roots. Let A+ be the set of the 
positive roots in this order and put A: = A, n A+, AC = A, n A+. Both p + 
and p _ are abelian subalgebras of gc normalized by I,. 
Since G is a matrix group, G is contained in the complexified connected 
matrix group Go having gc as Lie algebra. Let Kc and P+ be the analytic 
subgroups of gc corresponding to f, and p *, respectively. Then every 
element x in P, Kc Pp can be expressed in a unique way as 
x=exp[(x).k(x).exp[‘(x) 
with i(x) E P + , Q-x) E Kc, and i’(x) E p ~. Furthermore, G is contained in 
P, Kc Pp. Therefore we can define a map G 3 g + i(g). Put II/( gK) = c(g) 
(g E G). The map II/ is well defined because [( gk) = i(g) (g E G, k E K). The 
image M = $(G/K) = i(G) is a bounded domain in p + and this is Harish- 
Chandra’s realization of G/K [ 1 l] (cf. also [ 12, 16, 281). 
1.2. Let P, = (y,, . . . . y,> be a maximal system of positive non- 
compact pair-wise strongly orthogonal roots constructed as follows: for 
each i, rj is the largest positive non-compact root strongly orthogonal to 
Y ,+ , , . . . . yl. Let u = f + ip. Then, u is a compact real form of gc. Denoting 
by B the Killing form of gt, we choose an element Ha~hC so that 
B(H,. H) = a(H) (HE 6,). Then H, E if). As in Lemma 3.1 of Chapter VI of 
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Helgason [12], we also take elements X, in the root subspace g9 c gc- 
(a G d) in such a way that the following hold: 
In what follows, we write Hj instead of 2H,/a(H,). Thus a(H:)= 2. Put 
a=C1 S ,<, R(X,, + X_,). Then a is a maximal abeiian subspace of p. 
1.3. Put 
c=ev: ,i (X,,-x-,,)EGc 
,= I 
and v = Ad c. The map v is called the Cayley transform and is an isometry 
on gc with respect to the norm defined by means of the inner product 
B,(X, Y) = -B(X, r Y), where r is the conjugation in go relative to w. We 
note here that CE P, K,P_ with 
i(c) = f: x,,, k(c) = exp i Hi, log 2’/‘, i’(c)= - i x,,. (1.1) 
;= I ,=I r=, 
Let b- =ClclG, RH, and h’ the orthogonal complement of h- in ih 
relative to &Ii, x ih. 
bb +ac=v-Vk) 
Then, since v(Xy, + ,I’-?,,) = Hi,, we have $- = v(a) and 
is also a Cartan subalgebra of go. Put n(~) =cllh- 
(a: Ed). We still write yj for n(y,), because yjlh+ = 0. We put 
Yi+Y, cr~Apt;n(o!)=~ (1 <j<i<f); 
Then, recalling that P, = {y,, . . . . y,}, we have by Harish-Chandra [ 11, VI, 
Lemma 161 
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the union being disjoint. Moreover, #C,= #P,=v, #C,= #Pv=u, 
where v (resp. U) is independent of i (resp. i, j) (foe. cit. Lemmas 14 and 15). 
Denoting by v* the operator adjoint to v, we put @ = v*(d). Then, 0 is a 
root system of (gc, hb + cc). Let @(a) be the a-root system and S= v*(yj). 
We have the following restricted root theorem due to Moore [21]. 
THEOREM 1.1. (i) There are two possibilities for the positive system 
@(a)+ of @(a): 
(ii) All the li have the same length. 
1.4. Let V, W be finite dimensional complex vector spaces and U a 
real form of W. An open convex cone 52 in U is said to be regular if its dual 
cone 
is non-empty. Now let Sz be a regular open convex cone in U. A sesqui- 
linear (C-linear in the first variable and C-anti-linear in the second) 
hermitian map Q : Vx V + W is said to be R-positive if the following two 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) Q(v, v) E 0 for all v E V, 
(ii) Q(u, v) = 0 implies u = 0. 
A Siegel domain of type II, o(m, Q), is an open set defined as 
D=D(Q,Q)={(w,v)E WxV;Imw-Q(v,v)~Qn), 
where 52 is a regular open convex cone in U and Q is an G-positive sesqui- 
linear hermitian map. Put 
It is known that S(D) is the Bergman-Silov boundary of D. By 
Pyatetskii-Shapiro [24, p. 25, Theorem 11, the afline automorphisms of 
Wx V which leave D invariant are of the form 
(w, u) + (Aw + a + 2iQ(Bu, c) + iQ(c, c), Bu + c), (1.3) 
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where a~ U, CE V, A is an automorphism of the cone CJ, and B is a linear 
operator on V such that A(Q(u, u))=Q(Bu, Bu). Let g(A, B;a. c) be the 
transformation on W x V described in (1.3) and put ~(a, c) = g( 1, 1 ; a, c). 
Then we have 
~(a, c) n(a’, c’) = n(u -t u’ + 2 Im Q(c, c’), c + c’). 
Thus N(D) = (~(a, c); a E V, CE Y) is a simply connected two-step 
nilpotent Lie group if dim V> 0. The N(D)-orbit of the origin 
(0,O) E Wx V is diffeomorphic to S(D) via the map 
n(u, c) + ~(a, c) . (0,O) = (a + iQ(c, c), c). (1.4) 
1.5. After Pyatetskii-Shapiro [24, p. 511, we call a real Lie algebra 
s a normal j-algebra if three conditions are satisfied: 
(i) 5 is split solvable, 
(ii) there is a complex structure j on the underlying vector space 5 
such that 
(iii) there is a linear form o on 5 such that w([jx, x]) >O for all 
non-zero x E ~1 and w( &x, jy]) = w( [x, y]). 
Now we return to the situation in 1.1 * 1.3 and keep to the notation 
introduced there. Recall that a = C, <, <, R(XY, + KY,). With this in mind, 
let g = f + a + n be an Iwasawa decomposition of g, where n is the sum of 
all the positive a-root subspaces. We put 5 = a + n. It is easy to see that the 
map r defined by 
r(X) = 4(X- O(X)) (XE 5) 
is a bijection of 5 to p. Set j= r ‘Jr, with J= ad ZOl p as detined in 1.1 and 
w(X) = -B(ZO, X) for XE 5. Then, by Rossi and Vergne [26, p. 3721, this 
pair of j, w renders 4 a normal j-algebra. 
1.6. Let ng be the a-root subspace corresponding to the a-root p. 
Put 
Uk=;w;,-X,,+X-,) (k = 1, . ..) I). 
Then the following are easily verified: 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
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where v is the Cayley transform defined in 1.3, 
jUk = 4(X,, + X,,). 
Define an element s by s = C, <kc, Uk. Then, we see by (1.7) that . . 
js = EL ck < , (X7, + X_ j,1)/2 E a. Let m be the centralizer of a in f and put . . 
g(O)=m+a+ C (n(Lm~%,,,2+n-(j._-,k,,*), 
kcm 
dl)= C n(im+ik)/22 d-l)= C n-ci,+i.,,)/zT 
k6-m k<m 
C?(t) = C nik/2, 
k=l 
9(-t) = C bk12, 
k=l 
where it is possible that g( +t) are zero. Thus g is decomposed into the 
direct sum (as vector space) g = g( - 1) + g( -4) + g(0) + g(f) + g( 1) and 
g(k) is the k-eigenspace (k = 0, kt, f 1) of the operator ad js. Set 
5 * = sc n (1, + p k ). Then, one sees that 
4+ = {XTijX;XE5}=r--‘(p+). (1.8) 
Put 5(0)=a+Ckcmn(%m-,,)iz, s(t) = g(t), and 5( 1) = g( 1). Then we have 
clearly 4 = e(O) + 5(t) + e( 1). The following lemma is Lemma 2.2.4 in 
Vergne and Rossi [33]. We write it down here because of its fundamen- 
tality. 
LEMMA 1.2. (i) jn,j~m_j~,,;2=n,j~m+j,,,,2 and jX=[U,,X] for XE 
‘(%,,- %k)j2’ 
cii) jn%k,2 = n%k/2’ 
(iii) Let 5*(+)=5* ns,(f). Then 
5&)=ef(~)+5-(~), 5+(4)=vp’(P+)n5dt), 
s-($)=vp’(f,)n5,(+), v-‘(p+)=s+(;)+s,-1). 
1.7. Let S(0) be the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to the 
subalgebra e(O). The group S(0) acts on s(l) by the restriction of the 
adjoint representation of G. Let Sz be the S(O)-orbit of s E 5( 1). Then by 
Rossi and Vergne [26, Theorem 4.151, Q is a regular open convex cone in 
4( 1). Moreover, the map S(0) 3 h -+ (Ad h)s E s2 is a diffeomorphism. For 
each TV 52, we denote by v]Jt) the unique element in S(0) such that 
(Ad yO(t))s = t, By Lemma 1.2(ii), j leaves ~(1) invariant. Thus, one can 
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consider s(i) as a complex vector space V. Let W be the complexilication 
et(l) of e(1). Put 
Then Q is a sesqui-linear hermitian map I’x V--t W which is n-positive. 
Utilizing this pair of 52 and Q, we define a Siegel domain of type II, 
D(Q, Q), as in 1.4. 
1.8. Let D(sZ, Q) be the Siegel domain of type II constructed in 1.7 
and S the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to B so that G = SK is an 
Iwasawa decomposition of G. The group S acts on D(s2, Q) as a subgroup 
of the afline automorphisms of o(a, Q). Noting that jo (ad X) = (ad X) oj 
on e(i) for XE s(O), which is easily proved by making use of (ii) of 1.5, we 
see that Q((Ad h)u, (Ad h)u)= (Adh) Q(u, u) for his. Thus S acts by 
the rule (1.3), where A, B are simultaneously replaced by Ad h (h E S(O)), 
U = 5( 1) and V is ~(4) considered as a complex vector space by j. Therefore 
in this case N(D) in 1.4 is just exp(s( 1) + s(i)). Let s be the element in 5( 1) 
defined in 1.6. Then isED(Q, Q). Since Sz is diffeomorphic to S(O), it is not 
difficult to see that the map S3 h --f h . is E D(sZ, Q) is a diffeomorphism. 
Decomposing every g E G as h[g] k[g] with h[ g] E S, k[ g] E K, we make 
G act on D(sZ, Q) by 
1.9. Define a map E+ by E+(u)=(u-vu)/2 for UE$~). Then, since 
B + (4) is the i-eigenspace of the operator j on 5c($, we see that E + is a 
complex linear isomorphism of V, which is 5(t) considered as a complex 
vector space by j, onto 5 +(+). Put 
E+(u+z)=&+(u)+z (DE V,ZE?j&l)) and F+ =voE+, 
where v = Ad c is the Cayley transform defined in 1.3. F+ maps V+ s,-( 1) 
onto p+ by Lemma 1.2(iii). On the other hand, we know that 
cg E P + K, P ~ for g E G. Therefore we can define a map c( by 
4 8) = (F+ I- ‘(Ucg)) (sEG). 
The map c( induces a G-equivariant biholomorphism of G/K onto D(sZ, Q) 
constructed in 1.7. 
1.10. We show here that the map Q in 1.7 is surjective. Let (T be the 
conjugation in gc relative to g. 
LEMMA 1.3. [5+(4),5-(t)] =5,-(l). 
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Proof First of all, we remark that (1.8) implies a(~+($)) = s-(t). Now 
by (ii) in 1.5, we get [jx, jy] = [x, y] for x, y E s(;). Thus if x and y are in 
s(t), then 
[x - ijx, y - ijy] = [x, y] - i[jx, y] - i[x, jy] - [jx, jy] = 0, 
so that [s+(l), s+(t)] =O. Therefore, 
C%m~ 4)1= c5+(ih atn 
On the other hand, by Rossi and Vergne [27, Lemme 3.1.8(a)], it holds 
that +., + L,)12 = h2, P.,,J. This implies s( 1) = [s(i), s(t)], whence the 
lemma. Q.E.D. 
Put Q 1 ( U, u) = i[ U, Q( u)]/2 for U, v E 5 + (4). Then, a simple calculation 
shows that 
Qk Y)= Q,t&+tx), E+(Y)). 
Lemma 1.3 says that Q, is surjective, hence so is Q too. 
2. HOLOMORPHIC DISCRETE SERIES 
2.1. We retain the notation in Section 1. Let A be a K-dominant 
K-integral linear form on &-thus 
(i) (A, a) 20 for all aEd:, 
(ii) t,,(h) =exp A(log h) is a well-defined character of the torus 
T=exp h. 
We denote by t, the irreducible unitary representation of K on a finite 
dimensional Hilbert space E with highest weight A. The inner product on E 
is written as (., .)E. We describe here one of the standard realizations of the 
holomorphic discrete series of G. Let U denote the universal enveloping 
algebra of gc. Every element of U is canonically considered as a left 
invariant differential operator on G. Let O(A) be the space of all E-valued 
Y-functions cp on G such that 
ti) cpkk)=~,tk)-‘cp(g) (gEG,kEKh 
(ii) X41=0 for all Xop-. 
Denoting by dg the Haar measure on G, we define an inner product on 
@(A) by 
(~1, vz)=JG (cp,(g)> cpz(g)),&. 
Then, one knows that o(A) with this inner product is a Hilbert space (that 
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is, the completion is unnecessary). From now on, we denote by H(n) the 
Hilbert space thus obtained. G acts on H(il) by the left translation 
U,(g) q(x) = cp( g- ‘x). The representation U,, of G on H(/i) is irreducible 
and belongs to the holomorphic discrete series of G if dim H(/i) > 0. 
2.2. We give another realization of holomorphic discrete series 
with which we deal in the sequel. First of all we extend T,, to a 
holomorphic representation of KC. Let c E G, be the element defined in 1.3 
so that v = Ad c is the Cayiey transform. Since cg E P, K, P for g E G, 
k(cg) has a meaning. Recalling ( 1 .l ), we define for g E G, 
@n(g) = T,(k(C) ‘) T,(k(Cg)). 
Verification of the following is immediate: 
Q,,,(e) = identity, @,d&‘k) = @n(g) T/t(k) (gEG, kEK), 
(2.1) 
X@,=O for all XE p ~ 
Since P+Kc is a semidirect product, T, is further extended to a represen- 
tation of P+Kc which is again denoted by T,, On the other hand, 
Lemma 1.2(iii) together with ( 1.2) tells us that chc- ’ E P, K, for h E S. 
Therefore t,,(chc- ‘) for h E S has a sense. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. @,, restricted to S is a representation of S such that 
(i) Qn(h) = s,(chc ‘),for h E S(O), 
(ii) @,(exp [) = s,(exp 2--‘%([)) for i E 5(t), 
(iii) @,(exp x) = identity for x E e( 1). 
For a proof, see Vergne and Rossi [33, Proposition 2.4.3). 
Let GI be the map G + D(Q, Q) defined in 1.9. The restriction of a to S is 
bijective. So we define an E-valued function 0, on O(52, Q) by 
O,(a(h))= Q,,(h) for YES. Since a(h)=h.a(e)=h ‘is, we have, with 
x, YES(~) and YES, 
WQ, Q) 3 (x + ir, i) =+4x, 0 vo(y- Q(L i))), (2.2) 
where ‘lo is the map defined in 1.7. Thus Proposition 2.1 says that O,(p) 
(p = (x + iy, [) E D(sZ, Q)) is independent of x E 5( 1). Put for t E 0, 
b(t) = Idet5,112, Ad ?dt)l-’ Id%,, Ad rldt)l -2t 
determinant being taken in the sense of real vector spaces. Denoting by dh 
the left Haar measure on S, we have the integral formula 
JLyFta(h))Jh=j Qx + ix i) &A Y - Q(L i)) dx dy 4, (2.3) 
D(QQ) 
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where dx, dy are the usual Lebesgue measures on 5( 1) and di: the one on 
G4). 
With these preparations, we now introduce a Hilbert space X(/1): it 
consists of E-valued holomorphic functions F on D(sZ, Q) satisfying 
llf12 = c,, p) Il@,,(l~, W’F(x + b, Ul’, &(Y - Q(L 0) dx dy 4 < 00. 
Define P, by 
P,F(g)=~,(g)~‘F(a(g)) (FEW/~), gEG). 
Then P, is a unitary mapping of X(n) onto H(A). Let 
I7, ( g) = P; ’ U, ( g) P, . Then, a simple calculation yields 
n,(g) F(p) =Jn(g-‘9 p)-’ F(g-’ .P), 
where Jn( g, a(h)) = @,,( gh) Qn(h)-‘. This .I,, is called the (canonical) 
automorphic factor of type r,, . We note that Jn( g, a(h)) = Qn( g) for ge S 
by Proposition 2.1. 
2.3. Here we assume that z,, is one-dimensional. This implies that 
G,,(g) is the identity operator if g E exp(s( 1) + s(f)). Therefore 
O,(~+jy,i)=~~(?,(y-Q(r,r))). Thus putting $At)= I~,A~o(~))l-2~o(~), 
we see that every FE X(/i) is a C-valued function such that 
s IF(x+~~,1)12~,(y-Q(l;,i,,dxd~di<~. (2.4) WQ.Q) 
Let us recall the numbers u, u in 1.3: with the notation adopted there, 
u= #Ci= #Pi and u= #C,= #P,. By Theorem 1.1 we have 
dim, s(O) = dim, s( 1) = f + M, dim, s(t) = 2~4 (2.5) 
where I is the real rank of G which is also equal to #PO by 1.2. Therefore 
tr 5(I,23adjs=u, tr,,,,adjs=I+u. (2.6) 
LEMMA 2.2. Il/,,(at)=&,(t) (a>O, teQ), where 
a= - -$ A(H;t)-u-2(1+u). 
i&l 
Proof. We put /? = log a. Since t E 52 c 5( 1 ), we have 
Ad(exp fljs) t = e”t = at. 
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Hence u,Jar) = (exp fijs) q,(t). On the other hand, by Proposition 2.1, 
@Aexp Pjs) = TAexp PW)) = t, (expf CH:,) =exptx A(H;,). 
This together with (2.6) leads us to the lemma. Q.E.D. 
3. PLANCHEREL FORMULA FOR N(D) 
3.1. We keep to the notation in the foregoing sections except N(D) 
which, from now on, is denoted simply by N. Every element of N is written 
as (a, c) (UE s( l), CE a($)) instead of n(a, c). Among other things, we 
emphasize here the following. The operator j leaves s(i) invariant so that 
s(i) is regarded as a complex vector space V. Thus V denotes s(f) 
considered as a complex vector space, but the symbol s(i) will be still used 
when we do not make this consideration. 
We now assume that dim ~(4) is positive, and so N is non-abelian. Thus, 
we are in the case (b) of Theorem 1 .I (i) and the Siegel domain r>(fz, Q) 
does not reduce to a tube domain. This assumption will be kept in the 
subsequent sections. Put U = 5( 1). Let Her V be the real vector space 
of all (C-valued) hermitian forms on Vx V. Now we define an operator 
L: U*-+Her Vby 
(LA)(L WI= (A Q(L 0)). 
Since Q is surjective as we have shown in 1.10, L is injective. Put 
H,(L w)= 4(k Q(k a))> 
Z= { 1 E U* ; H, is non-degenerate}, 
z+ = (1&“; H, is positive definite}. 
We show that .5+ = 52* and in particular that B is non-empty. For [, 
o E V, we denote by z(i, o) the sesqui-linear form on V* x I/* defined by 
Thus r(i, [) E Her V*, the real vector space of all hermitian forms on 
V* x V*. The dual vector space (Her V)* of Her V is canonically identified 
with Her V*. Therefore the adjoint operator L* to L maps Her V* onto U. 
Let n(V) (resp. Z7( V*)) be the regular open convex cone of positive 
definite hermitian forms on V x V (resp. V* x V*). 
LEMMA 3.1. Q = L*(17( V*)). 
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Proof: Every HE n( V*) can be expressed as H = C h,z( pk, pk) (hk > 0) 
for some basis ( pk) of V. Then L*(H) = C &Q( pk, pk) E a. Thus 
0 3 L*(n( V*)). On the other hand, since L* is surjective, L* is an open 
mapping. Therefore L*(ZZ( I’*)) is open, so that D 1 L*(II( V*)). 
Now by Rossi and Vergne [27, Lemme 3.2.1(b)], a is equal to the 
closed convex hull C generated by Q([, /Js ([E V). Since Q([, [) = 
L*(l(c, 0) and since L* is continuous, we have 
But this implies 52 c L*(Z7( V*)), for both sides are open convex. Q.E.D. 
Incidentally, we have also shown that C= L*(Z7( V*)) in the course of 
the above proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. 51* = E+ ; in particular Z is non-empty. 
Proof First of all, we note that n(V) is self-dual, and so we have 
n(V)=n(k’*)*= (nEHer V; (n, H)>Oforall HEZ7(V*)- (0)). 
Express every HE Z7( V*) - 10) as H=Ch,z(p,, pk) (hk>O) for some 
basis (pk) of I/. Then we have (A, L*(H)) =C h,(l, Q(pk, pk)). 
(i) If ;~EQ*, then (A, Q(pk, pk)) >O. Therefore (A, L*(H)) >O, for 
there is at least one k for which h, > 0. 
(ii) Let AEZ+ and XED-- (0). Since O#XEC=L*(U(V*)), there 
exists an HEIR- (0) for which x=L*(H). Thus 
(A, x) = (A, L*(H)) = (LA, H) > 0, 
because LA E ll’( V). Hence A E G?*. Q.E.D. 
3.2. Let a= (Pk) be a basis of K For every HE Her V, we denote 
by M&I) the matrix (H(fl,, bj)). Thus M&I) is a hermitian matrix. We 
now fix once for all a basis /I of V. Let du be the measure on V such that 
where n = dim, V. By Ogden and Vagi [23, Proposition 4.11, there is a 
Bore1 map 8: 5-+ I’” such that, if we put e(A)= (d,(A), . . . . e,(A)), then 
e,(A), . ..> e,,(A) form a basis of I’ for every A EZ and that MHl(O(A)) is a 
diagonal matrix diag[t,(A), . . . . t,(A)]. The numbers t,(A), . . . . t,(A) are 
nothing but the eigenvalues of H,, hence they are real and none of them is 
zero if AEZ Put 
&,(A) = Itk(n)l -I” e,(n). 
580/87/l-2 
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Then &,(A), ..., E,f(J.) also form a basis of V for which 
H,(c,(E,), E,(L)) = 6,,crk(Av), where 
tk(l) a,(%)=-= 
It,(l)1 +l. 
Thus if 2 E E+, all the a,(1) are 1. We denote by a(J) the diagonal matrix 
diag[a,(A), . . . . o,(n)]. Consider a basis c,(1), . . . . c,(J), j&,(n), . . . . j&,,(n) of 
s(4). Let j, be an operator on s(f) whose matrix with respect to this basis is 
of the form 
( 
0 -a(n) 
o(A) > 0 . 
Then j, is also a complex structure on s(f) such that j,&,(n) = o,(n) j&,(i). 
We note that j, = j if i E Q* by Proposition 3.2. Set Ej, = @;I-=, RQ(~). 
Then, we have e(f) = Ej, @ii, E,. Put Bj. = Im Hj,) or explicitly, 
B,(i, w) = (4 CL 01) CL QJ E 4)). 
B, is an alternating R-bilinear form. Moreover, B, is non-degenerate if and 
only if LEE The following are easily verified: 
Bj.(jj.i, jj.0) = B,(i, oh 
B,(jj.i, i)= i (t:+~jJ)>o 
k= I 
(3.1) 
for t=c tkEk(/Z) +c ‘Ikij.&k(lZ) f”. 02) 
3.3. We construct here, based on the Kirillov’s method, irreducible 
unitary representations of N which will appear in the Plancherel formula. 
Let n be the Lie algebra of N, so n = s(1) + e(t) and s(l) is the center of n. 
Every 1 E e( I)* is naturally considered as a linear form on n. A direct 
calculation shows that, if 1 E ,5, the N-orbit (under the coadjoint represen- 
tation of N) of 1 is equal to {(A, ,u); YES*}, which is of maximal 
dimension. Thus, since z is Zariski open in 5(l), it suffices to construct 
irreducible unitary representations corresponding to AE& Put, as usual, 
for fg n*, 
n(f)= {xEn; (f, [x, y])=OforallyEn}. 
Then it is easy to see that n(A) = a( 1) for A E .?. Let hi = 5( 1) + j, E, for 
#I E z. Then h, is a maximal subalgebra of n which is subordinate to II. We 
denote by ,Q the character of N, = exp hi. whose differential is iA 1 hA. We 
now induce a representation TA by xi.: T,. = Indci xi. Its space 5( Tj,) is 
described as follows: each fe !+j( T,) is a measurable function such that 
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(i) f(A) = ~~.(h))tf(n) for n E N, h E N;, 
(ii) jNIN, If(n da < 00, 
where dfi is the N-invariant measure on N/N,. The group N acts on !+j( r,) 
by the left translation T,(n)f(x) =f(n-‘x). By Kirillov’s theory [lS], Ti 
is irreducible. 
3.4. We transform T). to another realization which is more 
convenient than T*. For I E E, let dj,c be the Lebesgue measure on El such 
that 
Let bj, denote the L*-space on E, with respect to this measure dj.& For 
continuous functions f~ 4j( T,), we put 
A%f(O =f(O, 0 (5 EEA). 
By a simple calculation we obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. A, extends to a unitary mapping of .tj( Tj.) onto 9, and its 
inverse A,: ’ is given as 
Put n,.(n) = A; T>.(n) A,;‘. Then we have 
n2(x, 5 +i%Vr) (P(50) 
=expiC(~,x)-B,(r,,j~rl)+~gi(t,j,~)l.(p(-r+50). (3.3) 
3.5. Let p(A) be the Pfaflian of the alternating bilinear form B,. 
Then the following integral formula holds: 
J" 1 f(S+ii?)d,rd~~=p(i)~~f(v)dV. 4 E;. 
Since the dual cone Q* of Q is also an open set, we can choose a basis (ez) 
of s( 1 )* in such a way that et E Q* for every k. Let (ek) be the basis of 5( 1) 
dual to it. Then one has (e,+, e,) = 6,,. We denote by dx (resp. dL) the 
Lebesgue measure on 5( 1) (resp. on ~j( 1 )*) such that (m = dim, e( 1)) 
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We normalize the Haar measure on N so that 
Now, the Fourier transform f offE L’(N) is by definition 
f(-rn, = j f(n) x;,(n ‘) dn. 
Iv 
Thus, ifyE L’(N) is continuous, we see by Fubini’s theorem that !(I.) is an 
integral operator SE;, K;(<,,, 5) (p(t) dj,{ on 5A with 
where we put f[x, 5, q] =f(x, r + ji,q). By means of (3.2), it turns out that 
the function < + p(A) IC$<, t) is the ordinary (euclidean) Fourier transform 
of the function E, 3 r] +?,[A, 0, q], where 7, stands for the partial 
(euclidean) Fourier transform with respect to the variable XE S( 1). 
Therefore we get the following theorem in a standard manner. 
THEOREM 3.4. Put cN = (27~)-(“+~) with n = dim, V and m = 
dim, e( 1). Then, for f~ CT(N), 
(i) f(g) = c,v JsTrCn;.(g).fI~)l P(A) di (ge NJ, 
(ii) llfl12=cN~E II.?(~~ll~, ~$2) d. 
Thus the Fourier transform extends to a unitary mapping of L2(N) onto 
the Hilbert space of functions for which the integral on the right-hand side 
of (ii) in Theorem 3.4 is finite. 
Remark. The Plancherel measure p(A) dA would be obtained 
immediately by combining Theorem 8.2 in Wolf [36] with Theorem 6 in 
Moore and Wolf [22]. But since the fact that our Fourier transformf(A) of 
f is an integral operator with an explicitly described kernel will be used in 
the next section, we have presented the Plancherel formula above by a 
direct calculation. 
3.6. Let (Pk) (resp. (ek)) be the basis of V (resp. of a( 1)) chosen 
above. We express every [ E V and x E e( 1) as 
x= 2 xkek (x,ER). 
k=l k=l 
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Define Qk E Her V so that we have Q(i, w) = C, $k GmQk(i, w) ek. Put 
Z,= -2 f QU$&++ (p = 1, . ..) n). 
k=l k P 
Then, since S(D) = {(x + iQ(c, [), i); x E a(l), c E I’}, we see that the vector 
fields Z, are tangent to S(D) and span the anti-holomorphic tangent space 
at each point of S(D). Therefore, if F is a holomorphic function on a 
neighborhood of S(D) in sc( 1) x V, then Z, F= 0 on S(D) for all 
p = 1, . . . . n. Let R be the right regular representation of N on L2(N) and aR 
be the differential of R on the space of C”-vectors for R. The following 
easily proved proposition plays an important role in the next section. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Under the identification of S(D) with N by (1.4), it 
holds that 
zp = wo, Bp) + i wo, jb,) (p = 1, . ..) n). 
4. PALEY-WIENER THEOREM I 
4.1. We collect here some basic facts about C”3-vectors for 
representations of Lie groups. The notation in 4.1 is independent of all the 
other parts of this paper. 
Let G be a real connected Lie group with Lie algebra g, 7c a (strongly 
continuous) representation of G on a Hilbert space $. We denoted by 
s”(n) the set of Cm-vectors for n. It is well known that B”(n) is dense in 
a. Let arc be the representation of g on 43”(n) obtained by 
The representation arc extends canonically to that of U(g,). Choose a basis 
x , , ,.,, X, (d = dim g) of g and fix it. Let A, be the infinitesimal generator 
of the strongly continuous one-parameter group n(exp tXk). Then, by 
Goodman [ 8, Theorem 1.11, we have 
d 
!jjrn(7T)= ; n Dom A’/, 
n=l k=l 
where Dom A; stands for the domain of definition of the unbounded 
operator A;. We put for u~$“(rt), JIuI(~= IIuII, and 
Il~ll.=SUP{lla~(~~;--Xj~)U(l; 1 djl,...,j,dd). 
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The space B=(z) equipped with this system of seminorms /I . Jln is a Frechet 
space. Let $j .~=(rr) denote the set of continuous anti-linear forms on 
B=(z). Then, we have two continuous inclusion maps 5j”(z)ci $4 
!$“(n). Let * denote the canonical involution on U(gC) for which it holds 
that 
(c37c(X)u, u) = (u, a7l(x*)u) (4 u E bY7C)). 
If XE~, we have X* = -A’. Let a*~ be the representation of g defined by 
(a*7c(x) T, u) = (T, an(x*)u) (UE$“(7r), TE!iyCO(7r)). 
8*n, too, extends to a representation of U(g,). 
Now we suppose that G is a simply connected nilpotent Lie group for 
simplicity. Let nj, (A E E) be concrete irreducible unitary representations of 
G on Hilbert spaces b(~j,) such that the Plancherel formula is written as 
for f~ L’(G) C-J L*(G), 
where!(A) = j f(g) 7cj.( g- ’ ) dg. Let R be the right regular representation of 
G on 5j = L*(G). Since (R(g)f) h (A) = rcJg)f((n), we see that, iffE 5,“(R), 
then ftA)(JS(ni)) c sS”(~j.1 and that (aR(X)f)“(A) = a~,(x)f(n) for 
XE U(g,-),fe e”(R). This together with a usual argument in analysis leads 
us to the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The Fourier transform f off E $ m (R) satisfies 
6) P(A)(B(n?.)) c 9m(71i) 
(ii) Jz lI~~~(J3f(~)ll~, 44~) < 00 for euery XE U(gc). 
Conversely, let F be a function on 5 such that F(A) is a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator on 5(x;.) p-a.e. satisfying (i) and (ii) with f replaced by F. Then 
F=ffor some f E 5”(R). 
4.2. Now we retain the notation employed in Section 3-thus Q 
denotes the regular open convex cone in 5( 1) defined in 1.7. Let II/ be an 
everywhere positive continuous function on Q such that $(at) = a6t (a > 0, 
t E Q) for some 6 E R. We introduce an integral I,(A) on Q as 
(iEQ*), (4.1) 
dx being the measure on 5( 1) defined in 3.5. 
LEMMA 4.2. If I,(&) < cc for some &E&?*, then 6 > -dim 5( 1) and 
Z&(A) < co for all lEQ*. 
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Proof Let S(sZ) be the intersection of 0 with the surface of the unit 
ball in G( 1) and put m = dim s( 1). Then, since the integrand is positive, we 
have by Fubini’s theorem, 
A change of variable r + x = 2r( A, 8 ) yields 
e 
-.XXm+6&1 dx. 
Therefore the assumption thatI, < cc for some I,ESZ* implies 
m+6>0. Since (,I,(!))>0 on S(Q) if IEsZ*, we have 
Consequently, we get 
T(m + 6) 
Z,(A)= yl+d j 
Il/(@ de 
S(U) (4 em+* 
~ W+d) 
2 m+6mW+b s 
mu de < ~0, 
S(Q) 
because Z,(k,) < cc implies that $ ( s(nj is integrable. Q.E.D. 
Let p(d) be the Pfaffian of the alternating bilinear form BA on 
5( l/2) x 5( l/2). Then, we have p(a,I) = a”p(J.) (a > 0, i, E sZ*), where 
n = dim, V. 
LEMMA 4.3. In* (e- ‘<“.‘)/Z,(A)) p(l) dA < cc for every t E Sz. 
Proof Let Z denote the integral in the lemma. Clearly we may assume 
that Z,(n,) < co for some A0 E W. Then by Lemma 4.2, we have m + 6 > 0. 
Note that Z,(a,I)=a- (m+d’Z,(,I). Therefore, denoting by S(sZ*) the inter- 
section of O* with the surface of the unit bail in s(l)*, we obtain in the 
same manner as in the proof of Lemma 4.2, 
z=r(2m+n+6) 
22m+n+a Mt IS,,.) $iT)? 
where M,= Max{p(8)(8, E)- (2m+n+6); @ES(fZ*)) < cc. On the other 
hand, we have 
z*(e) 2 
f(m+d) 
2 WI+‘3 s s(n) Ii/(o) dw 
for 8 E s(B*). 
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The right-hand side of (4.2) is positive and independent of (3~ S(sZ*). 
Therefore I< cc, whence the lemma. Q.E.D. 
4.3. Let h,, (m E 2,) be the (normalized) mth Hermite function 
on R: 
(-1)” 
L(t) = (*mm! x1,2)1,2 e 
rZi2 d” 
dt” e- ‘I, 
It is well known that h,, . . . . h,, . . . form a complete orthonormal system in 
L’(R). Let E, be the subspace of e(i) introduced in 3.2. Expressing every 
element x in E, as x = C xksk(l), we put for m = (m,, . . . . m,) E (Z,)“, 
4~b,= ir h&k) (A E Z). 
k=l 
Then, (&;rn~(Z+)~) f orms a complete orthonormal system in $jj. = 
L2(Ej,). Moreover, it is known that each $1 belongs to $~~(rc~.), the 
P-vectors for xi. Let A, be the element (0, flk) + i(0, jg,) E it,, where (bk) 
is the basis of V fixed in 3.2. We denote by R the right regular represen- 
tation of N on L’(N) and define representations aR, a*R of U(q) as in 4.1. 
Let * be the canonical involution on U(q) such that X* = -X for XE~. 
LEMMA 4.4. For f 6 L2(N), the following are equivalent: 
(i) i3*R(A,)f= 0, 
(ii) Rangef(1) is orthogonal to Range &cj.(Az) for a.e. AE.Z 
The idea of the proof given below is due to Goodman [9, p. 143 (# # )] 
treating the case of the (2n + l)-dimensional Heisenberg group. 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. For any + Ebb, the P-vectors for R, we 
have 
(4.3) 
Hence, if RangeT is orthogonal to Range 8ncl(A,*), then 
Tr[dn,(Az) $(n)f(‘(n)*] = Tr[f((I1)* &r>(Ak*) $(A) J = 0: 
so that a*R(A,)j‘= 0. 
Conversely, suppose a*R(A,)f = 0. Fixing arbitrary m, m’ E (Z +)n, 
we put a(J) = q$, 6(J) = 41,. As we have already noted above, both a(n) 
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and b(A) belong to $00(7ci.). Consider an operator-valued function 
F(I) = h(A)( ., 6(A)) a(A), where h E C,.(Z). Then, for every XE U(n,), it 
holds that 
Now, by taking account of our choice of the basis (~~(1)) and the explicit 
expression (3.3) of xi,, we see that there is a bounded function P, on 
supp h such that II&rr,(X) q$II d P,(1) (A E supp h). Thus 
so that F belongs to 5”(R) A by Theorem 4.1. We can therefore find a 
$ E s”(R) for which F= I+&. Then by (4.3) we get 
Since h E C,.(E) is arbitrary, we have (&,(A,*) di, f(A) &,) = 0 a.e. J. E Z. 
Thus, &cJAz) q5; is orthogonal to RangeT( which in turn implies that 
so is Range &,(A,*) too. Q.E.D. 
Let Vj, be the one-dimensional subspace of eA spanned by 46. This space 
I/, is often called the vacuum state. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let f be in L’(N). Then the condition a*R(A,)f = 0 
for all k = 1, . . . . n is equivalent to the following: 
(i) f(A)=0 for 2$!2*, 
(ii) Range f(A) < I’, for 1 E Q*. 
Before giving a proof, we make some preparations. For k = 1, . . . . n, put 
Since s,(A) = 1 a,,(A) /3, with some matrix (a,,(A)) E GL(n, C), we have 
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Thus, since AZ= -(O, fi,)+i(O,jfi,), we get 
Bk(A) = c%k(~) A,, if fan = 1, 
Bk(2) = - 1 amk(A) A: if gk(A)= -1. (4.5 1 
Let ok(A) = a/ax, and Mk(A) the multiplication operator by the function xk 
on eA, where xk is the kth coordinate of x E E, with respect to the basis 
(sk(A)). Then, making use of the explicit expression (3.3), we obtain 
so that 
az,(O, &kti)) = -Dk(n), aRJ.(o, jZ.&k(i)) = =k(l), 
a%(Bk(w = -@km + Mk(A))? anj.(ck(n)) = -Dk(A) + Mk(Ah 
On the other hand, a straightforward calculation gives us 
(D,(A) + Mk(l)) 4; = (2mk)“2d;- lk’ 
(-ok(n) + kfk(l)) 4; = (h, + 2)1’24;+ lk, 
(k) 
where 1 k = (0, . . . . 0, 1, 0, . . . . 0)~ (Z, )“. From these formulas, we see 
immediately that 
n Ker a?#&(m = v;,, (4.6) 
Ker an,&(q) = (0) (k = 1, . . . . n). (4.7) 
Proof of Proposition 4.5. SUppOSe first a*R(A,)f =o for each k. 
Case 1. A F$ sZ*. In this case we have o,,,(i) = - 1 for at least one k,, by 
Proposition 3.2. Thus (4.5) holds with k replaced by k,. Hence 
ani.(- Bko(A)) = c %ko(~) ~n,(A,Z). 
so that Range &@&)) is contained in the subspace X generated by 
Range an, (m = 1, . . . . n). On the other hand, since Bk(A)* = -C,(A), 
we have by (4.7) 
Range an,(B,,(A)) = [Ker &rA(Ck,(l))]’ = Sj,.. 
Thus X is dense in !?J~. This together with Lemma 4.4 implies that 
Rangef(II) = {0}, that is, f(A) = 0. 
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Case 2. AESZ*. In this case we have ck(A) = 1 for all k. Thus (4.4) 
holds for all k. Hence 
an%(Bk(A)) =I arnk(A) an%(Am). (4.8) 
Let (bml,(A)) denote the inverse matrix of (a,,(A)). Then 
an%fAm) = c b,,(A) dn,(B,(l)). (4.9) 
Therefore, by (4.6) (4.8), and (4.9), we arrive at the equality 
V, = n Ker &J&(A)) = n Ker &c~.(A~) = XI, 
k m  
where X is the same as in case 1. Consequently, we have Range f(A) c VA 
by Lemma 4.4. 
Conversely, suppose that fe L’(N) satisfies the two conditions in the 
proposition. In the course of the argument in Case 2, we have already 
shown that, if ,A* E sZ*, then X’ = V,. Now it follows from Lemma 4.4 that 
d*R(A,)f= 0 for all k. Q.E.D. 
4.4. Let tj be as in 4.2. In view of (2.4) and Lemma 2.2, we 
introduce a Hilbert space H2(D, $): it consists of C-valued holomorphic 
functions F on the Siegel domain D = O(52, Q) satisfying 
llFlI’=/ IF(x+iy,1)12~(y-Q(r,i))dxdydi<oo. 
D 
For FE H*(D, II/) and t E Sz, we put f,(x, i) = F(x + i(t + Q(5, i)), 5). 
LEMMA 4.6. !f FE H2(D, @), then f, E L’(N) for a.e. t E Q. 
Proof. By a change of variable t = y - Q([, 0 we have 
=~>lIFll’=~ s(1) dxj. Wdfj. IF(x+i(t+Q(i,i)),r)l”d5. R V 
Hence Fubini’s theorem says that f, E L2( IV). Q.E.D. 
Let {ez} be the basis of s(l)* fixed in 3.5. By Kaneyuki and Sudo [14, 
Lemma 1.11, it holds that 
D(Q, Q)= {(w,I)E Wx V;Im w-Q(L C’)~fi>, 
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and so we have Im w  E ~7 + Q([, [) c 0 for (w, 5) E D(sZ, Q). Hence 
Im(e,*, rc)=(e~,Imw)~(e~,~)cR+. 
Thus the fractional power (ez , M’) ‘I4 is well defined for (w, i) E D(52, Q) by 
taking the principal branch. We put for every E > 0, 
G”(w,<)=exp-s i (ef, ~1)~‘~ ((14, 0 E Wk Q,). 
k=l 
It is clear that G” is holomorphic on o(a, Q) and continuous on 
WQ, Q, u S(D). 
LEMMA 4.1. Put Qk([, [) = (e,*, Q([, [)). Then the following inequality 
holds with a=2-“18 and b=2-3’4: 
IGYx + i(t + Q(L Oh 01 
6 exp -a& f  [IXk(1’4+b(t~‘4+Q(r,r)“4)] 
k=l 
x=Cxkek, t=C t,e, . 
> 
Proof: Since (et, t + Q( [, [) ) > 0, we have 
IG'(x + i(t + Q(L 01, 01 G exp$ f CxZ + (fk + QdL i))'l"*. 
k=l 
Now, Holder’s inequality gives 
On the other hand, by Holder’s inequality in which one of the exponents is 
positive and smaller than 1, we get I, + Qk([, [) > 2p3(tk’4 + Qk(i, {)“4)4. 
Then, it follows the estimate in the lemma by combining these inequalities. 
Q.E.D. 
We put FE(w, [) = G’(w, i) F(w, 0. Since IG’(w, 01 6 1, F;” belongs to 
H2(D, $). Letf:(x, i)=F"(x+ i(t+Q(i, i)), 0. 
COROLLARY 4.8. f; is a continuous function on N contained in 
L’(N) n L’(N). 
Proof: This follows immediately from Lemmas 4.6, 4.7, and the fact 
that f; is a pointwise product of two L’-functions. Q.E.D. 
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Put @“( ., t) = (f;) A. Then, by 3.5, @‘( ., t) is an integral operator on bi 
with the kernel 
xe -‘<‘J) exp i B,(t + to, jAq) dx. (4.10) 
Now let T, denote the tube domain s( 1) + X2. Consider the Hilbert 
space H2( T,, $) of C-valued holomorphic functions h on T, such that 
s Ih(~+iy)l~$(y)dxdy<co. TQ 
By Rossi and Vergne [26, Theorem 2.101, H2(T,, $) is unitarily 
isomorphic, via the ordinary (euclidean) Fourier-Laplace transform, with 
L2(s2*, $) = L; j” 
i 




where Z,(A) is the integral defined by (4.1). Since Fubini’s theorem implies 
that the function on T,, x + iy --f F(x + i( y + Q(c, [)), 0, is in H’(T,, I+$) 
for each fixed c E V, there exists a measurable function L” on Q* x V such 
that L”( ., [) belongs to L’(G*, +) and that 
e’(“.X+ it) &, 
the integral being absolutely convergent. Then we have 
Here is a key lemma. 
LEMMA 4.9. Put @( ., t) = (f,) h. Then @(A, t) is of the form 
(4.11) 
Moreover, it holds that Rang @(A) c VA. 
ProoJ By Corollary 4.8, f ;  is in L’(N)n L2(N). Hence the function 
L&(1, .) is in L’(V) n L2( V) according to Fubini’s theorem and Plancherel’s 
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theorem for the ordinary Fourier transform on 5( 1). Therefore we have by 
(4.10) and (4.11) that K;(A; to, 0 = epCi,‘>K”(A; to, 0, where 
We denote by @“(A) the integral operator on s3j, with K’:(A; ., .) as kernel. 
@“(A) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator and we have 
@‘(i, t) = e <‘,‘)@‘(A). (4.12) 
Since jG’(x + i(t + Q([, [)), [)I d 1, it holds that f; + fi in L*(N) as E + 0 
thanks to Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem. Then, Theorem 3.4 
implies that II@‘“( ., f) - @( ., t)ll + 0. Therefore, by choosing a suitable 
sequence {Ed) of positive numbers tending to zero, we get 
ll@““(J”, t) - @(A t)ll,, + 0 a.e. 1. E Z 
By (4.12), @““(A) is now convergent in the Hilbert space of Hilbert-Schmidt 
operators on 5A. Put @(A)=lim @““(,I). Then we obtain @(A, t) = 
e-(‘,‘>@(l) for a.e. 1 EZ On the other hand, since F is holomorphic, we 
have by Propositions 3.5 and 4.5, 
@(A, t) = 0 for A#C2* and Range @(A, t) c V;. Q.E.D. 
4.5. Let B2($3>.) be the Hilbert space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators 
on 4jl. We denote by #*(52*, $) the Hilbert space of functions 
@: ZS A + @(A) E B2(6j,) (a.e.) satisfying 
(i) @(A)=0 if A$8*, 
(ii) Range @(A) c V, if A E CI*, 
(iii) Il@II’= cNJne Il@(~Nl2,,~~(~) P(A) d < ~0, 
where Z,(A) is the integral defined by (4.1), cN is the positive constant in 
the Plancherel formula, and p(l) d;l is the Plancherel measure (see 
Theorem 3.4). We now state one of our main theorems and prove it. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let F be in H*(D, $) and put f,(x, i)= 
F(x + i(t + Q(i, i)), i) for ~ESZ. Then, @(A) = e<“~“(f,)^ (A) is independent 
oft, and the correspondence F+ @ gives rise to a unitary map of H*(D, 1+9) 
onto A?*(Q*, II/). The inverse map @ + F is given by the absolutely 
convergent integral 
F(x + ift + Q(5, Oh 6’) = c, !‘,. e -<‘,‘> Tr[n,(x, [) @(A)] p(l) dA. 
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Proof: Let FE H’(D, I,$) be given and put @( ., t) = (f,) n (t E !2). Then, 
by Lemma 4.9, @(A) =e (““)@(A, t) is independent of t and satisfies 
conditions (i), (ii). Moreover, the map F-, @ is an isometry as is proved: 
=CN 
s 
Il@(~)ll~, Z&I ~(2) dl= lI@l12. R’ 
Thus @ belongs to X2(Q*, tj). 
Conversely, let @E Z’(O*, +) be given. We first show that the integral 
defining F is absolutely convergent. Since Range @(A) c V,, @(A) is written 
as @(A) = (., @(A)*#) 4;. Thus I]@(A)IIHS = I]@(A)*$$l and so we have 
ITrCnk 0 @(~)I1 = I(~& i) 4& @(~)*&)I G Il@(~)llHS. 
Hence 
s 
cc’*‘) ITr[n,(x, [) @(,I)]] p(l) d;i 
n* 




Il@(~)lli,, Z&U P(A) dA R’ 1 [I 
e-2<l,r) 112 
-p(tl)dA 
a* z(l/(n) 1 
The last term is finite by virtue of Lemma 4.3. Therefore we define a 
function F on D(Q, Q) by the absolutely convergent integral in the 
theorem, which is now rewritten as 
We next show that the function F thus defined is holomorphic. Put 
y = t + Q(c, 0. This yields 
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By the explicit expression (3.3) of rc;, we have 
exp iC(A x>-B,(5,,j,?)+fBj.(r,ji.rl)l 
XexP[I- tBrt(j2.53 5) + Bi.(j?.51 50) - tBi(j2.50, 50)17 
whereweput5=4+j,llwithrEEj,,~EEj,.Notingj,=jfor~En*aswe 
have already pointed out in 3.2 and making use of (3.2), we obtain 
H,(L 50) = Bi(j259 to) + iBi(j2.rl, 413)~ 
bH,(i,i)+~B,(5,ii?)-~Bi,(j~~,t)= --~,(i,O, 
where [ is the complex conjugate of <. Therefore we arrive at the expression 
4 1 
where we put uA = @(A)*#;. This expression is explicit enough to conclude 
that F is holomorphic. 
Finally, we show that llFl/ < co. Since 
we have by Fubini’s theorem 
i 
ec’<“,‘) Il@(A)ll’,, p(A) dA < co for a.e. t ESZ. 
R’ 
Hence by Theorem 3.4, we get 
s,,,, j  
dx IF(x+i(t+Q(r,i)),r)12dr 
V 
=CN s e-*<‘,‘) ll@(l)ll~s p(A) dA. R’ 
Multiply both sides of this equality by $(t) and integrate the result over Sz. 
Then we obtain /IF/l = I(@/1 < co. The proof of Theorem 4.10 is now 
completed Q.E.D. 
Taking account of Lemma 4.2, we get the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 4.11. H2(D, t,b) # (0) if and only if Z,(A) < 00 for some 
1csz*. 
Remark. This is Rossi and Vergne’s version of Harish-Chandra’s 
non-vanishing condition [26]. 
5. PALEY-WIENER THEOREM II 
5.1. To begin, we recall the notation in Section 2. Let ,4 be a 
K-dominant K-integral linear form on bc and z,, the irreducible unitary 
representation of K on a finite dimensional Hilbert space E with highest 
weight A. We extend z,, naturally to a representation of P + Kc. Put 
with c as in 1.3 and O,(a(h))= Q,,(h) (he S). We have introduced the 
Hilbert space X(/i) whose elements are holomorphic functions on the 
Siegel domain O(52, Q) satisfying 
G acts on X(.4) by 
where J,,( g, a(h)) = @,,( gh) Q,,(h)-‘. 
Let u,, be a highest weight vector for r,, normalized so that Jlu,,JI E= 1. 
We take an orthonormal basis u1 = u,,, u2, . . . . vd (d= deg r,) consisting of 
weight vectors arranged in order, so that any vector in the root subspaces 
corresponding to the roots in A: is represented, under zn, by an upper 
triangular matrix. We denote by A, the weight for the weight vector uj, thus 
A, is the highest weight /1. Then, since chc-’ E P, Kc for h E S, the matrix 
of Q,,(h) (h E S) with respect to the basis (uk) is upper triangular. Define a 
positive character xj (j = 1, . . . . d) of A = exp a by 
Xj 
( 
w i ai(x,, + X-?,) = h exp aiAj(V(X,, + X-,)), 
i=l > i= I 
where v = Ad c is the Cayley transform. The character xi extends 
canonically to that of S. Put 
ti,j(f) = Xj(~owr2~ow (tea, j= 1, . . . . d). 
580/82,1-3 
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Then, in the same way as in Lemma 2.2, we have $,(at) = a”+,(t) with 
6,= - i (n,,H;~)-l9-2(/+u), 
,=I 
where U, u are numbers defined in 1.3. Thus we define a Hilbert space 
H2(D, t,bj) as in 4.4. 
5.5. Let Ek be the one-dimensional subspace of E spanned by vk. 
Put 
Then, it is not hard to see that q(A) is a closed subspace of X(A). Taking 
Proposition 2.1 and (1.2) into account, we obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. @,,(h)v,=~~(h) u, mod,!?,@ ... @E,-,. 
We have F(w,[)rf(u’,i)o, (mod E,@ . ..@E.-,) for F‘EA!JA). With 
thisf, let us put T,F=& 
LEMMA 5.2. T, is a bounded operator mapping q(A) to H’(D, ~4~). 
ProoJ The formula (2.2) and Lemma 5.1 give 
@,,(iy, i)p’F(~, i)-f(~, i)Xj(Vo(Y-Q(i, i))p’)ui (mod El@ ... OEj-,). 
Therefore we have 
so thatfE H’(D, $,) with /IfI/ < IlFll. Q.E.D. 
We define a unitary representation rc, of S on the Hilbert space 
H2(D, $j) by putting 
xj(h)f(P)=Xj(h)f(h~‘.P)* (5.1) 
Theorem 3.22 in Rossi and Vergne [26] says that zj is irreducible. On the 
other hand, since J,,( g, cc(h)) = Q,,,(g) for g E S, we have 
~7,(h)F(~)=@,(h)F(h~‘.~) (h E S). (5.2) 
Therefore, &(A ) is invariant under 17, 1 s by Lemma 5.1. Furthermore, by 
Lemma 5.1, (5.1), and (5.2), we see that Tj is an intertwining operator for 
rcj and 17, restricted to S. Let Tj = U, I Tjl be the polar decomposition of the 
bounded operator Tj, where U, is a partial isometry and IT,/ a positive 
selfadjoint operator. Since rrj is irreducible, the range of T, is dense and U, 
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maps (Ker r,)’ = + r(A)’ (the orthogonal complement is taken in 
q(A)) isometrically onto H*(D, Icl,) (cf. Warner [35, I, Lemma4.3.1.11. 
We put x”‘(A)= &(A) and .#“‘(A)= the orthogonal complement of 
& I(A) in q(A) (j= 2, . . . . d). Then, by proceeding by induction, we have 
nAl.~r 6 =j along the orthogonal decomposition x(A) = &I %j( ,4 ). 
j=l j=l 
(5.3) 
5.3. Put for AtzsZ*, 
-2<1~‘>@n(q,(t)-‘)2 t&,(t) dz. (5.4) 
LEMMA 5.3. Zf X(A) # {0}, then the integral defining Z,,(A) in (5.4) is 
absolutely convergent for all I E Q*. 
ProoJ: By Lemmas 5.13 and 5.16 in Rossi and Vergne [26], it holds 
that 
-2<6,*)I(~n(~o(t)-1)ullZE80(t)dt<co for all vEE. 
Hence we have 
I 
e -*(J.,~) II@n(r/o(t)-l)ll& e,(t) dt < co. (5.5) 
0’ 
Since li@n(rZo(t)-1)211 < Il@,,(vo(t)-‘)l12~ II@Dn(~O(t)~‘N~s~ the integral 
(5.4) is thus absolutely convergent. Q.E.D. 
The matrix of Z,(A) with respect to the basis (vJ is upper triangular with 
(k, k)-entry equal to 
ec2<‘-‘) Xk(qo(t))-* O,(t) dt = Ztik(;l), 
where IILk is defined by (4.1) with $ replaced by tik. Let N(d) 
(resp. D(d)) be the group of d x d complex upper triangular matrices with 
l’s on the diagonal (resp. diagonal matrices with positive entries on the 
diagonal). Then, IA(A) belongs to the semidirect product N(d) -D(d). Since 
N(d). D(d) is exponentially solvable, there exists a unique XE n(d) + b(d) 
(n(d) and b(d) are the Lie algebras of N(d) and D(d), respectively) such 
that Z,(n) = exp X. With this X, we put Z,,(A)“’ = exp(X/2). Thus Z,(,I)1’2 is 
an upper triangular matrix with (k, k)-entry Zik(A)“*. 
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Put bj, = L*(E,) and let B,(~j.) be the Hilbert space of Hilbert-Schmidt 
operators on sjj. as in Section 4. Let us put 
A(Gj.)= (TEBz(~L); Range Tc v;.), 
where V, is the vacuum state, that is, the one-dimensional subspace of $jj, 
spanned by 4;. It is evident that A($,) is a closed subspace of B,($,,) and 
so A(B,,) itself is a Hilbert space. Consider the Hilbert space tensor product 
A($jSi)@ E of two Hiibert spaces A(5,) and E. This tensor product space 
A($jj)@ E is regarded as the Hilbert space B,(E, A($,)) of anti-linear 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators mapping E to A($).) via (TO D)(U) = (u, u) T 
(uEE). Since dim E=d< co, every TeB,(E, A(&,)) is written as 
T=C , GjGd Tu,@v, by means of the basis (uk) chosen in 5.1. For 2~52*, 
we define an operator M,,(J) on A(b,) @ E by 
M,(A)( T@ u) = T@Z,(A)“*u (T~A(5j.h VEE). 
5.4. We are now in a position to define a Hilbert space H(/i): it 
consists of functions Y: Z3 2 + Y(J) E A(5J @ E (a.e. 1) satisfying 
(i) Y(n)=0 if n$ft*, 
(ii) II Yll* = cN Jn* ItMA W)ll’ p(A) dA < a. 
Put H,(A)= (lush; Y(~)EA(~J@(E~O ... OE,)} and 
TjY(2)= Y(1) v,eA(!$) for YeHi( 
Let .X2(52*, tij) be the Hilbert space defined in the same manner as at the 
beginning of 4.5 with II/ replaced by $j. 
LEMMA 5.4. T, is a bounded operator mapping H,(A) to X2(52*, $,). 
Pro& Put Y, = T,Y. Since Zn(2)“*u, = Z&;~)“*V, mod E, 0 ... 0 
E o-,, we have 
M,(;1) Y(2) = Yj(;l)@Z~,(A)‘~*uj mod H,- i(A). 
Hence we get IIM,,(l) Y(u(n)l12 l,,(n) II Yj(l)llLs, so that II ‘Pjll G II Yll as 
required. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.5. The range of T, is dense. 
ProoJ: For each pair of a E C,(s2*) and i E (Z + )“, we set 
@J;(n) = 
i 
a(A)(-, 4:) 48 (nEQ*) 
0 (i$Q*), 
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where (4:) is the complete orthonormal system in 43, defined in 4.3. Now it 
is obvious that @p belongs to %*(sZ*, Icli) and that the set of all these @y is 
fundamental in X*(52*, tij). Put Y;(A) = @y(A) 0 uI. Then, expanding 
z,4(A)"2uj as CI.kGjbk(A)uk, we get 
Therefore Y; E H,(A). Since T, Yy = @y, we have thus arrived at the lemma. 
Q.E.D. 
Let T, = U, ITJ be the polar decomposition of the bounded operator T,. 
Since Range T, is dense, U, maps (Ker Tj)’ = Hi- ,(A)’ (the orthogonal 
complement is taken in H,(A)) isometrically onto #‘(a*, ej). Put 
H’(A) =H,(A) and H’(A) = the orthogonal complement of Hj- r(A) in 
H,(A) (j = 2, . . . . d). Then, proceeding by induction, we get the orthogonal 
decomposition of H( A ), 
H(A)= 6 H’(A) (orthogonal direct sum). (5.6) 
j= I 
5.5. Now we define the Fourier transform of FE X’(A) as follows. 
First, decompose F by means of (5.3) as F=CIGjGd Fj with Fj~Xj(/i). 
Put f-j= U,F’. Then. we know fj is in N*(D, $j). By Theorem 4.10, we 
have 
(f{)^(l) = e-<‘~‘>@j(~) (tEQ) 
with @Jo X*(52*, $j). Put Yj=U,%V. Then, Y” belongs to H’(A). 
Summing up Yj as YY=C~~~~~ Y’ in H(A), we call this Y the Fourier 
transform of FE &‘(A) and denote it by p. Tracing the above argument 
backward, we see that the Fourier transform F -+ E is surjective. Moreover, 
it is clear that the Fourier transform is an isometry. Summarizing all of 
these, we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.6. The Fourier transform F + fi establishes a Hilbert space 
isomorphism between S(A) and H(A). 
COROLLARY 5.7. %‘(A)# (0) ifand onzy if 
I 
e -2<i..‘> ll@,,(qo(t)-‘)*ll O,(t) dt < 03 for some A ESZ*. 
R 
Proof: The “only if” part is implied by Lemma 5.3. Suppose the integral 
in the corollary converges. Then, Z,,(A), the (1, 1)-entry of Z,(A), is finite. 
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By Corollary 4.11, this in turn shows that X”(A)# {O}, in particular, 
WA) z pt. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.8. [f X(A ) # { 0 ), then ull the X’(A) are non-zero. 
Proof: This follows immediately from Corollaries 5.7 and 4.11. Q.E.D. 
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